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STRATEGIC VISION
The Strategic Vision for Good Shepherd Lutheran School is to be an engaged learning community where partnerships are fostered and
relationships flourish. This is achieved by providing a quality education for inquiring minds in a value enriched environment.
The point of differentiation is care, attention and nurture. Students are encouraged to be ‘their best self’. The student cohorts are generally
20 in the Junior Primary Years and 25 in the Upper Primary. This assists in facilitating engagement and individualised attention.
At the forefront of decision making is the question ‘How do children learn best?’ The answers to date have informed site redevelopments
that encourage collaboration, deep engagement, nature play and imagination and refurbishment projects that have commenced the journey
of fluid, flexible and adaptable spaces and loose furniture provision.
The Future Directions Action Plan dated November 2018 prepared by Good Shepherd Lutheran School lists 9 strategic areas. The
commentary under Section 4 Buildings, Grounds and Facilities was the starting point for this Master Plan.
A series of forums were held with students and staff to gather information about perceptions and aspirations. Refer to the Minutes included
as Appendices to this Master Plan Report. The suggestions made have informed the content of the proposed staged redevelopment.

THE CAMPUS
The campus was established in 1962 on a generous site in a quiet residential area at 7 Neldner Avenue, Angaston. The buildings have been
progressively added and altered.
A Master Plan was prepared by Russell and Yelland in March 2001 and another Master Plan followed in November 2011 by Arkvale
Architects. The Library redevelopment arose from the latter. The recent rework of two General Learning Areas for the Foundation and Year
1/2 cohorts was designed by Hodgkison.
The School currently has 111 students from Reception to Year 7. The General Learning Areas are accommodated in one building together
with Administration. The configuration includes a central gathering area with learning spaces on both sides. It has ‘good bones’ and can
be creatively reworked to provide spaces that are light and airy and better connect to facilitate collaborative learning, break-out and team
teaching. This missing piece is seamless connectivity between indoor and outdoor learning settings using decks and generous verandahs.
A Multi-purpose Hall, Oval, Hard Courts, Eden Nature Play and OSHC within the former Principal’s Residence are connected with roadways
and parking areas. At the core of the campus is the playground which is nestled under majestic significant trees which have been embraced
for informal gatherings by the School Community.
The Angaston Early Learning Centre is a privately-owned business and operates from a former residence adjoining the School campus
accessed from Valley Road. A strategic partnership should be developed to underpin the flow of new students to the School. Near-by land is
being developed as a residential sub-division. The lower section of the site is a creek bed.
Adaptive reuse, reconfiguration and refurbishment is the core requirement for this Master Plan. Connecting indoor and outdoor learning
environments and fostering collaboration requires connected spaces, improvements in acoustic attenuation and a review of flexible furniture
provisions.
Vibrant and agile learning will respond to the changing needs of learners at any given time. The indoor and outdoor environments will be
improved to offer a range of options for formal and informal activities.

Curious
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of the Master Plan was to investigate all options for the redevelopment of the School addressing the objectives of capacity,
contemporary facilities and specialist learning to offer cost effective and best value solutions.

BRIEF REQUIREMENTS
The Master Plan Brief was required to consider and address the following matters:













Progressive refurbishment to provide a range of activity settings that encourage collaboration
Staged redevelopment providing connected indoor and outdoor learning environments
Preparation for the departure of Year 7 in 2022
The School is working towards building single stream classes
Form a strategic partnership and build relationships with Angaston Early Learning Centre
Replacement and maintenance of existing facilities and grounds
Improved street presence and visual appeal
Improved ICT infrastructure for agile connectivity to technology
Replacement of furniture to provide for differentiation of student learning requirements
Evaluate vehicular and pedestrian flow to improve safety and rearrange the flow of the carpark
Provide shade and shelter and connectivity between buildings and passive and active play spaces
Evaluate options for future use of vacant land, adaptive reuse

EXISTING FACILITIES
The following Table lists the existing site area and internal building footprints. This is based on a review of the existing archived architectural
drawings which has resulted in the preparation of Existing Site and Floor Plans 2019011 / M01A and 2019011 / M02A.
The School commenced operation in 1962 and the original buildings have been added to on several occasions. Recent additions were
undertaken in 2014 for the Library and Staff Room and again in 2018 for the rework of two GLA spaces and upgrade of Student Amenities.
The first Table below summarises the floor areas of existing buildings expressed as gross area including external wall thicknesses. Unenclosed
covered areas are listed separately. The second Table below summarises the existing provision of Amenities for Students and Staff.
Existing Buildings and Site Development

Area

Existing School Building including Art Room and Stores

1280 m2

Existing BER Hall known as The Hub excluding Porch

755 m2

Existing unenclosed covered area known as The Atrium, Breezeway and Entry Porch

135 m2

Existing OSHC former residence

154 m2

BGA Global Area Guidelines are 7.5 m2 / student for F-Year 6 and 12 m2 for Year 7

Agile

User Group

WC Pan

Hand Basin

Students Boys

4 and 1 is ambulant caters for 200

1 plus trough with 4 taps caters for 200

Students Girls

5 and 1 is ambulant caters for 150

1 plus trough with 4 taps caters for 150

Unisex Access WC

1 counted for M & F

1 counted for M & F

Staff

2 shared M & F 2 caters for 20 F

1 shared caters for 30 F

External Use

1 for maintenance and parent use

1 for maintenance and parent use
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STAGED REDEVELOPMENT
The following Table on the following page lists the content of staged redevelopment of the campus for building works. The intent is to apply for
funding assistance from the AISSA BGA for Stages 01-03 and to undertake the balance of listed projects funded from capital reserves.
The objective is to focus on the refurbishment and improvements to three existing General Learning Areas and to create a useful Learning
Common in the short term for Stages 01. The GLA spaces are compact at 56 m2 each. There is great benefit in providing connectivity to adjacent
indoor and outdoor areas.
The Stage 01 scope of works comprise:













Replacement of external windows and provision of new hinged pair of doors
Glazed sliding doors and sidelights to both sides of Learning Common for visual and physical connectivity
Glazed sliding doors linking GLA spaces for team teaching and increased collaboration between students
Replacement of floor finishes and direct stuck plasterboard over existing face masonry walls
Cladding to conceal existing steel web trusses, acoustic wall fabric and magnetic whiteboards
Purpose designed in-built joinery to each GLA spaces to store resources and mobile large screen
Upgrade of lighting with energy efficient LED fittings
Replacement of existing air-conditioning with new wall splits on bulkhead and fresh air provision
Deck area with views to trees and playground using composite decking and glazed balustrade
Bag hooks or bag poles or bag shelves to be placed between wall nibs protected by existing eaves
Relocation of the communications cabinet into First Aid Room repurposed as a Server Room with existing AC
Existing Sick Room to be provided with new hand basin and secure storage

Project B will need to precede Stage 01. New Sheds for maintenance and sports storage will allow the existing spaces to be repurposed to
accommodate archives and resources that currently reside in the Hall near the Staff Room and Work Room. This will declutter and allow the
circulation spaces to be widened.
Project F is a new roof over Deck 01. The steel structure is intended to be a free-standing cantilevered post and rafter in order to maximise the
pitching height and scale of the covered area. The roof cladding will be 18mm thick multi-cell polycarbonate sheets with UV resistance in an
opal white finish for diffused natural light.
Refurbishment and improvements to the balance of two existing General Learning Areas will be in the mid-term for Stage 02. This will have
a similar scope of works to Stage 01 but with a focus on two connected rooms and provision of a covered outdoor learning deck. This will be
placed on the existing driveway which is removed.
A new secured Nature Play space is also proposed. This will transform the external appearance of the School from Neldner Avenue and make
learning visible. The School Bus will relocate to the rear.
The long-term project is Stage 03. This comprises replacement of the Art Room and Atrium with new facilities that are all at the same floor
level. Currently these spaces are at a lower floor level and isolated. The works include a new Learning Common, Art Room with Uniform Store
and Early Learning Centre for 20 places complete with the required sanitary facilities, access to wet areas, new covered decks and secure
external play spaces. The latter are in the event that a strategic partnership with the Angaston Early Learning Centre is not successful.
Project A will widen the existing entry adjacent to the Library and rearrange Library entry to be directly from the Learning Common through part
of the existing Work Room.
Project C will focus on improvements to Administration. Rearrangements include improvements to Work Room, altered access through Archives
Room from Reception, new large screen for marketing information, new door into the Shine Room and external works for new ramped access and
garden bed are also included.
Project D is the holistic rework of the car park to reverse the flow and provide left side drop-off and collection with perpendicular car spaces all
bitumen sealed and line marked. Project E comprises grounds improvements.

Collaborative
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AREA SCHEDULE
Staged Redevelopment for BGA funding
Stage 01 Refurbish 3 x GLA spaces and the Learning Common and relocate server
Stage 01 Add outdoor learning deck accessible from each GLA
Stage 02 Refurbish 2 x GLA spaces and Shine Room
Stage 02 Add covered outdoor learning deck accessible from 4 x GLA spaces
Stage 02 Secured Nature Play
Stage 03 Demolish Art and Atrium (205 m2) Add Art & ELC facilities with Learning Common 02
Stage 03 Add covered outdoor learning deck accessible from Art and ELC
Sundry Projects funded with School reserves
Project A Rework External Entry, Store, Office, Library entry and Work Room
Project B New sheds for maintenance and sports storage and rehouse Administration storage
Project C Alter various aspects of Administration to improve functional efficiency
Project D Rework of carparking and access arrangements bitumen sealed, and line marked
Project E Various grounds improvements to existing hard courts, oval and Eden replanting
Project F Roof over deck constructed in Stage 01

304 m2
124 m2
133 m2
130 m2
145 m2
232 m2
75 m2
63 m2
60 m2 & 25 m2
80 m2
240 m2
124 m2

LOGISTICS
A key issue is the continuous functioning of the School. Opportunities exist to temporarily relocate the cohorts affected
by staged redevelopment into the Art Room and the German Room. The objective will be for the Builder to work from
the outside to access and complete the staged alterations to affected GLA spaces and maintain the Learning Common
as accessible to staff and students. Refurbishment of the latter area will need to be planned to occur during a School
holiday period.
LIKELY ORDER OF COSTS
Independent and objective advice has been sought from Heinrich Consulting to establish Master Plan Cost Estimates. Refer to the document
included in the Appendices to this Report dated 25 June 2019.
There are three stages of building redevelopment and a six sundry redevelopment projects. The stages are of a scale that is manageable in the
context of continuous occupancy and operation and the ability of the School to access and repay loans. It is envisaged that the redevelopment
could be completed over 10-15 years.

ATTRIBUTION
The digital images used in the Report were sourced from Good Shepherd Lutheran School.

RECOMMENDATION
The consultation phase associated with this Master Plan has allowed School staff, students, Leadership Team, the School Board, Parents and
Friends to articulate the burning issues. A Working Group was formed to evaluate the testing of design ideas and options.
The recommendation is that the 3-staged redevelopment of the existing building be adopted as illustrated on the enclosed five coloured
architectural drawing which includes a Staging Plan.

Balanced
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22 May 2019
GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN SCHOOL ANGASTON MASTER PLAN CONSULTATION MEETING 01

This document records discussion at the first Master Plan Consultation with students. The meeting was held on Tuesday
14 May from 2.30-3.15PM. Those in attendance comprised Anne Marschall GSLS Principal, Jesse Brandon Y6, Brayden
Evans Y7, James Noack Y7, Zachary Gripton Y7, Georgia Raymond Y7, Abigael Riedl Y7, Angela Linke Y6, Charlize
Campbell Y7, Stevie Schwarz Y6, Jemima Barrett Y7, Mackenzie Edwards Y6 and Peter Moeck Architect.
The purpose of the consultation was to engage Student Voice to gain an understanding of the issues and perceptions
foremost in the minds of the Upper Primary cohort. Peter tabled DRAFT architectural drawings comprising 2019011 / M01
Existing Site Plan and 2019011 / M02 Existing Floor Plan.
What are the places you love and enjoy at GSLS? Comments as follows:
• Eden to engage with nature and Rainbow Room for sensory activities and buddy time to support younger students
• The Hub for indoor multi-use and sport activities and gatherings and the Atrium for covered play space
• Oval and hard courts for outdoor sports and the playground and four-square for fun social and physical activity
• The large trees and spacious grounds
• Art Room on Thursdays because it is a good project space and you can express your feelings through art
• Shine Room for Chaplain and withdrawal
• Library because it is open and spacious
• The recently completed two refurbished GLA spaces and amenities
What needs improving at GSLS? Comments as follows:
• The old and tired spaces need refurbishment including the original Upper Primary learning areas, Hall and Art Room
• Eden plantings are dead and there are many weeds and students no longer do planting, watering and maintenance
• Sports Room is cramped, and Maintenance should be relocated
• Irrigation to oval and resurface the hard courts including new line marking and tennis net posts replacement
• Include more challenging play equipment for Upper Primary in the playground
• Improve football posts
• Provide more natural light to Upper Primary learning spaces and Hall
• The old spaces have a different vibe to the modern, fresh and light refurbished two rooms with the sliding doors
• Bag hook storage could be done differently
• The WC cubicles are too open and young students look under the doors
What are the big ideas? Comments as follows:
• Create an outdoor learning area that is covered and can be sheltered from wind and weather
• Provide a Maker Space
• Exciting and challenging play equipment with a flying fox and a tree house
• Replace all of the old loose furniture
• New tables and chairs in the Atrium for outdoor eating
• Improved soft fall that does not get stuck in your shoes
• A Bird Hide to watch the native birds and animal boxes in the trees
From Here

The above suggestions and ideas will be included in the Master Plan to be developed in the next month.
Next Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 28 May at 5PM with the Working Group. The purpose is to review the Initial
Concept Design ideas and set priorities for short, medium and long-term projects.
Distribution: GSLS Anne Marschall and Sarah Loveday

22 May 2019
GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN SCHOOL ANGASTON MASTER PLAN CONSULTATION MEETING 02

This document records discussion at the second Master Plan Consultation with staff. The meeting was held on Tuesday 14
May from 3.30-4.30PM. Those in attendance comprised Anne Marschall GSLS Principal, Sarah Loveday Finance Officer,
Renae Ruediger Year 3/4 and Leadership Team, Dan Hausler Year 5/6 and Leadership Team, Jayden Evans Y6/7, Dearne
Prior Y1/2, Melissa Emmett Foundation, Rhian Doecke Resources Coordinator and Peter Moeck Architect.
The purpose of the consultation was to engage with staff to gain an understanding of the issues and perceptions foremost
in the minds of the educators. Peter tabled DRAFT architectural drawings comprising 2019011 / M01 Existing Site Plan
and 2019011 / M02 Existing Floor Plan. Corrections were made to designation of existing room use.
What are the places you love and enjoy at GSLS? Comments as follows:
• Library is spacious and the nooks create interest and are used for a range of activities
• Newly refurbished GLA spaces for Foundation and Year 1/2 and the Breakout alcove
• The Playground redevelopment works well and is the informal gathering place for parents
• The Atrium is a warm winter spot and sheltered
• Retain the trees
What needs improving at GSLS? Comments as follows:
• Rethink the front of the School as less for cars and more for people and garden with new digital display screen
• Totally refurbish all of the remaining old rooms complete with new loose furniture and window blinds for sun control
• Create meaningful indoor and outdoor connections and add generous verandahs and decks to learn outdoors
• Connect Library to the Learning Common
• Art Room is at a lower floor level, feels isolated and separate and it is in need of refurbishment with green screen
• Bag hooks in the semi-enclosed breezeway are out of view and a review is needed for bag storage generally
• Relocate the Cleaner Store and provide a meaningful Learning Common in the Hall
• Administration is dark, improve the functional relationships especially for Sick Room and storage and large screen
• Staff Room needs cooking facilities
• The Hub works well but it is isolated
• Eden requires maintenance and an upgrade with new plantings and Oval needs improved irrigation and new grass
• OSHC is isolated and accommodated in the former residence and run by an external organisation
• Strengthen the physical, community and strategic connection between School to Angaston ELC
• The Atrium covered area needs to be expanded and could provide an Amphitheatre
• Learning Support is placed in the Rainbow Room which is tucked away and needs more visibility
• Art and German are each one day per week and these spaces are used for break-out and projects at other times
• Seal the car park and review to improve circulation and configuration
What are the big ideas? Comments as follows:
• Create connections from each GLA onto a covered outdoor learning deck both sides with a slide down to playground
• Physical and visual connections between GLA spaces and the central Learning Common
• Team teaching can be encouraged by linking adjoining GLA spaces, but this also reduces wall space
• Could place OSHC as an addition to The Hub
• Explore a Business Case for a 20 place ELC facility and position adjoining the Foundation GLA space
• Provide one central place for resources storage and reconfigure the Library Work Room
• Relocate Maintenance and Sport Store to a large shed and improve or relocate the Uniform Shop
From Here

Peter undertook check measure of Art Room and Atrium buildings. Sarah to forward Floor Plans of OSHC and The Hub
buildings and a Site Plan for the playground. Next Meeting Tuesday 28 May at 5PM with the Working Group. The purpose is
to review the Initial Concept Design ideas and set priorities for short, medium and long-term projects.
Distribution: GSLS Anne Marschall and Sarah Loveday

31 May 2019

20 June 2019

GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN SCHOOL ANGASTON MASTER PLAN DESIGN REVIEW MEETING 03

GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN SCHOOL ANGASTON MASTER PLAN DESIGN REVIEW MEETING 04

This document records discussion at the Working Group Design Review. The meeting was held on Tuesday 28 May from
5.15 - 7PM. Those in attendance comprised Anne Marschall GSLS Principal, Chris Linke School Council Chairperson,
Vanessa Gaston School Council Secretary Jayden Evans Y6/7 and Peter Moeck Architect. Apologies were received from
Renae Ruediger Year 3/4 and Leadership Team and Tim Barrett School Council Member.

This document records discussion at the Working Group Design Review. The meeting was held on Tuesday 18 June from
5 – 6.30PM. Those in attendance comprised Anne Marschall GSLS Principal, Chris Linke School Council Chairperson,
Vanessa Gaston School Council Secretary, Sarah Loveday Finance Officer, Jayden Evans Y6/7, Renae Ruediger Year 3/4
and Leadership Team and Peter Moeck Architect. Apologies were received from Jarred Rathjen and Tim Barrett School
Council Members.

The purpose of the meeting was to review the initial Concept Designs. Peter tabled the following drawings:
• 2019011 / M01A Existing Site Plan
• 2019011 / M02A Existing Floor Plan
• 2019011 / SK01 Proposed Site Plan
• 2019011 / SK02 Proposed Carpark Improvements
• 2019011 / SK03 Proposed Floor Plan
The design intent as illustrated on the above architectural drawings is a holistic redevelopment of the buildings and
grounds with a focus on improving learning outcomes. Comments as follows:
• Refurbishment of GLA spaces is the priority
• Proposed covered decks and access to outdoor learning from all GLA spaces will enhance the learning experience
• Proposed secured nature play in place of the bitumen driveway should be extended full length
• Locate a bay to park the School bus to west of Staff Room
• Reversing the flow of car parking south of School building and sealing with line marking is an improvement
• Reflect on the rearrangements for First Aid, increased storage and CC into a separate room
• Existing fire door into Staff Room and fire wall in this location will lead to some rework of the Concept Design
• Retain Rainbow Room at the existing size in order to offer this space as a GLA in the event of single stream cohorts
• Place a new printer and scanner for student and staff use in the Learning Common
• The above will reduce the reliance on Reception to distribute printed matter from main Copier
• Reception still needs direct access to Work Room and this could be through the Archive space and cut back joinery
• Improve layout of Work Room and reduce the impact of circulation
• Widening the Hall from west stairs is a priority as this is a major bottle neck
• The west facing rooms can be accessed externally from the covered decks to reduce congestion
• The demolition of Art Room and Atrium and replacement with new Art Room and ELC facilities is long term
• The above will be at the same floor level as the main building
• Alternative proposal showing a covered area for play and tiered steps if partnership with existing ELC goes well
• Find a place for the 3 reused stained glass windows at high level in the Learning Common
• Mobile large screens are perceived to be more useful than fixed large screens
• Sunshine Room with ability to retain visual privacy and provide an additional door from Administration
• New wet area Nook opposite Y1/2 will be useful
• Could provide sliding door to link Art and ELC
• External storage under new decks
• Library directly accessed from Learning Common rather than from the corridor
Define the elements for BGA grants as numbered stages and other internally funded projects as a separate list as follows:
• Stage 01 is the 3 GLA spaces to west and new covered deck with new Resources storage and CC Room
• Stage 02 is the 2 GLA spaces to east and new covered deck with secured nature play
• Stage 03 is rework to south for new Learning Common, Art Room and ELC facility with covered deck and secured play
• Project A is Learning Commons refurbishment
• Project B is new sheds for sports storage and for maintenance
• Project C is Administration rework
• Project D is carparking and access redevelopment
• Project E is site improvements for hard courts maintenance, Eden replanting, Oval irrigation and improvement
Distribution: GSLS Chris Linke, Anne Marschall and Sarah Loveday

The purpose of the meeting was to review the revised Concept Designs. Peter tabled the coloured drawings:
• 2019011 / M01A Existing Site Plan
• 2019011 / M02A Existing Floor Plan
• 2019011 / SK01B Proposed Site Plan
• 2019011 / SK02A Proposed Carpark Improvements
• 2019011 / SK03C Proposed Floor Plan
• 2019011 / SK04 Proposed Sections
• 2019011 / SK05 Staging Plan
Schematic Design drawings for the Stage 01 Redevelopment were also tabled comprising:
• 2019014 / SK01 Proposed Site Plan
• 2019014 / M01 Existing Floor Plan
• 2019014 / SK02 Proposed Floor Plan
• 2019014 / SK03 Proposed Roof Plan, Elevations and Sections
The Master Plan Cost Estimate prepared by Heinrich Consulting dated 17 June was circulated prior to the meeting.
Sarah advised that the scope for work is to be varied for Stage 01 further to discussion with AISSA John Wilson as follows:
• Include for refurbishment of Learning Common
• Include new sliding doors with sidelights both sides to five General Learning Areas
• Clad the face of the steel web trusses and cut back the Cleaner’s Room
• Plasterboard linings over existing masonry on furring channels to provide pathway for electrical and data cabling
• Delete the new structure and roof over the Deck 01 which will now be a future project for the School
• Reuse one trough and reposition in same location but raised therefore deleting two new art sinks externally
• Include for hand basin in existing Sick Room possibly reused from First Aid Room
• Reposition slide to new deck for improved access by Year 3/4
Discussion around materials and detailing. Comments as follows:
• Decking options are spotted gum and yearly application of oil or composite decking
• The latter is a solid colour and does not splinter or require maintenance, but it is hot in summer and moves with heat
• Proposed roof material is Palram 18mm thick multi-cell polycarbonate sheeting 1000mm wide pans in Opal finish
• The latter is a translucent white and provides cool shade because it filters the UV
• Hooks for bags could be placed externally below the 900mm high window sills
• Cladding below deck to be CFC panels with paint finish
• Morning sun is a glare issue along the east elevation
• Glazed balustrade is proposed using Harkk system to keep visual openness to Playground and alternative is metal
• Cantilevered structure for new roof is proposed clear of existing building to provide a raised pitching height
From Here

Peter will meet with Cost Consultant on Wednesday 19 June to brief the revised content of Stage 01. Master Plan and
Schematic Design drawings for Stage 01 to be revised to reflect the revised scope of work as listed above. Master Plan
Contents list tabled and text to be prepared and Report completed by 5 July for next and final meeting.
Distribution: GSLS Chris Linke, Anne Marschall and Sarah Loveday

